Associate University Librarian for Collections
Bryan Skib

Administrative Assistant
Julie Nichols

Director, Document Delivery
Emily Campbell

Resource Sharing Manager, External Patrons
Amy Lucas

Resource Sharing Manager, Local Patrons
Ralph Johnson

Resource Sharing Manager, External Patrons
Merrie Fuller

Resource Sharing Specialist, Lending MeLCat
Rachel Adler
Ricardo Aguirre
Zilan Taymour

Resource Sharing Specialist, Lending
Erin Davis

Resource Sharing Specialist, Lending
Scott Oostendorp

Resource Sharing Specialist, Lending
Kiri Alvarado
Laura Grey

Resource Sharing Specialist, Delivery & Document Delivery
Vacant

Resource Sharing Specialist, Shipping
Vacant

Resource Sharing Specialist, Delivery & Document Delivery
Vacant

Resource Sharing Specialist, Borrowing Processing
Matt Ellsworth

Resource Sharing Specialist, Borrowing
Laurie Clark
Elan Lange
Alica Smith

vacant

vacant

vacant

vacant
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